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Abstract
Background Social genomics has demonstrated altered 
inflammatory and type I  interferon (IFN) gene expres-
sion among people experiencing chronic social adversity. 
Adverse social experiences such as discrimination and 
violence are linked to stimulant misuse and HIV, condi-
tions that dysregulate inflammatory and innate antiviral 
responses, leading to increased HIV viral replication and 
risk of chronic diseases.
Purpose We aimed to determine whether methampheta-
mine (MA) use, unsuppressed HIV viral load (VL) (≥200 

c/mL), and experienced intimate partner violence (IPV) 
(past 12 months) predicted inflammatory and type I IFN 
gene expression in HIV-positive Black and Latinx men 
who have sex with men (MSM).
Methods Participants were 147 HIV-positive Black and 
Latinx MSM recruited from the mSTUDY, a cohort of 
561 MSM aged 18–45 in Los Angeles, CA, of whom half  
are HIV-positive and substance-using. Transcriptomic 
measures of inflammatory and type I IFN activity were 
derived from RNA sequencing of peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and matched to urine drug tests, VL, 
and survey data across two time points 12 months apart. 
Analysis used linear random intercept modeling of MA 
use, unsuppressed VL, and experienced IPV on inflam-
matory and type I IFN expression.
Results In adjusted models, MA use predicted 27% 
upregulated inflammatory and 31% upregulated type 
I  IFN expression; unsuppressed VL predicted 84% 
upregulated type I  IFN but not inflammatory expres-
sion; and experienced IPV predicted 31% upregulated in-
flammatory and 26% upregulated type I IFN expression.
Conclusions In Black and Latinx MSM with HIV, 
MA use, unsuppressed VL, and experienced IPV pre-
dicted upregulated social genomic markers of immune 
functioning.

Keywords  Gene expression ∙ Immune system ∙ 
Transcriptome ∙ Methamphetamine ∙ HIV ∙ Viral load 

Introduction

The field of social genomics has investigated ways in 
which “stress”-mediated alterations in gene expression 
can play a role in the link between social adversity and 
pathogenesis of chronic disease, and has recently begun 
exploring these processes in underserved communities, 
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such as racial/ethnic and sexual minorities (e.g., lesbian, 
gay, and bisexual people). Past adverse psychosocial ex-
periences have been shown to drive a conserved tran-
scriptional response to adversity (CTRA), a pattern 
marked by altered expression of 53 leukocyte genes. 
These include upregulation of 18 proinflammatory genes 
and downregulation of 25 type I interferon (IFN) genes 
(as listed in Fig. 1), predominately expressed in myeloid 
lineage cells comprising up to 10% of circulating leuko-
cytes, including blood monocytes, tissue macrophages, 
and dendritic cells in both blood and tissue [1]. In the 
general population, CTRA has been observed in the 
contexts of experienced racial discrimination [2], experi-
enced homophobia [3], socioeconomic challenges [4], 
and interpersonal conflict [5].

The empirical literature on diverse men who have 
sex with men (MSM) has identified syndemic forms of 
social adversity that increase the risk of methampheta-
mine (MA) use and poorly controlled HIV infection in 
those living with HIV. Experiences of intimate partner 
violence (IPV), homophobic victimization, and housing 
instability have been shown to increase MA use [6, 7], 
reduce engagement in care [8] and adherence to anti-
retroviral therapy (ART) [9], and worsen virologic out-
comes [8, 10] in HIV-positive MSM and MSM of color. 
In addition to driving MA use and hampering access and 
adherence to ART [8–10], it is possible these adverse so-
cial experiences could contribute to the progression of 
MA-related diseases and HIV infection by dysregulating 
the body’s inflammatory and innate antiviral responses 
[11, 12].

There is evidence that comorbid MA use and uncon-
trolled HIV infection may dysregulate the expression of 
social genomic markers, possibly in ways that diverge 
from the conventional CTRA phenotype. HIV infec-
tion has been shown to induce systemic inflammation 
[13–15] and type I IFN production, mediating factors in-
volved in HIV pathogenesis [16–18]. In people with HIV 
(PWH), MA has shown to further exacerbate HIV dis-
ease progression by not only interfering with engagement 
in care but also driving viral replication via activation 

of the body’s immune system [19, 20]. MA use influ-
ences some of the same immune processes captured in 
social genomics research [1, 11], including systemic in-
flammation [21, 22] and type I IFN activity [21, 22], fac-
tors which may mediate MA-related pathophysiology. 
In humans, MA use activates CREB, AP-1, and NF-κB, 
transcription factors involved in MA-induced inflamma-
tion and observed in inflammatory responses to social 
stress [1, 23, 24]. In PWH, MA use appears to upregulate 
type I  IFN gene expression [25, 26], which contrasts 
with the conventional CTRA phenotype marked by 
downregulated type I IFN expression in people without 
HIV or substance use.

MA-induced inflammation and type I  IFN activity 
are now suspected to increase HIV-1 replication and per-
sistence by increasing immunologic activation [16–18]. 
This may involve several mechanisms. For example, MA 
use has been shown to drive spontaneous proliferation 
of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells [27] and monocyte activa-
tion corresponding to elevated sCD14 levels in PWH 
[28, 29], activity mediated by increased type I IFNs [30, 
31]. MA-use has also shown to induce gut dysbiosis, 
and in turn, increase mucosal inflammatory cytokines 
and T cell activation in peripheral blood compartments 
[32, 33]. Sustained elevations in inflammatory and type 
I IFN gene expression due to persistent MA use and so-
cial stress can chronically activate these immune cells 
[30], and in turn, impair their HIV-specific functional re-
sponses [17], reduce T cell proliferative capacity [27], ex-
haust the immune system [17], and drive viral replication 
[27, 30]. For these reasons, social genomics assessment 
of inflammatory and type I  IFN expression may offer 
a useful framework for understanding HIV disease pro-
gression in the context of MA use and social adversity.

Based on this premise, our present study aimed to le-
verage survey and transcriptome data from HIV-positive 
Black and Latinx MSM to test: (a) whether MA use 
(urine drug screening) and unsuppressed HIV viral load 
(VL) (≥200 c/mL) predict both upregulated inflamma-
tory and type I  IFN gene expression; and (b) whether 
experiences of social adversity identified in empirical 

Fig. 1. Immune gene expression patterns according to the conserved transcriptional response to adversity.
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literature of MSM with HIV—IPV, housing instability, 
and homophobia—predict upregulated inflammatory 
gene expression and downregulated type I  IFN gene 
expression based on pre-specified gene sets from social 
genomics research [1].

Methods

Participants and Procedures

Data were from 147 HIV-positive Black and Latinx sexual 
minority men from the MSM and Substances Cohort at 
UCLA Linking Infections Noting Effects (mSTUDY), 
sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse 
(NIDA). Briefly, the mSTUDY is a Los Angeles County 
based  cohort study of HIV-positive and HIV-negative 
MSM from diverse backgrounds, primarily Black and 
Latinx, who enter the study between the ages of 18 and 
45. The mSTUDY aims to serve as a research platform 
to study factors impacting substance use, immune func-
tioning, HIV transmission and disease progression, and 
social adversity in this community. Recruitment of par-
ticipants began July 2014. Participants in the mSTUDY 
attend study visits every 6 months for laboratory testing, 
bio-specimen collection, physical examination, and 
computer-based survey assessments of covering psycho-
social, behavioral, and physical health. Greater detail 
of recruitment and data collection procedures for the 
mSTUDY are available in previously published works 
[34, 35]. To minimize confounding by race/ethnicity and 
HIV status, we only performed transcriptome on par-
ticipants who identified as Black/African American or 
Latinx/Hispanic and who were HIV-positive when en-
rolled in mSTUDY. All study procedures have been ap-
proved by our office of human research protection.

Measures

Inflammatory and type I  IFN gene expression was as-
sessed using genome-wide transcriptional profiling of 
leukocytes from peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMCs), as established in prior research [3]. The parent 
mSTUDY collects PBMCs every 6 months from 125 mL 
of blood drawn via venipuncture and stored in the 
mSTUDY biorepository at −70°C. We analyzed a total 
of 210 PBMC samples from 147 participants, of whom 
63 had PBMCs over two visits (12 months apart) and 84 
only had PBMCs at their first visit. Total RNA (Qiagen 
RNeasy) was extracted from PBMCs, tested for suit-
able mass using RiboGreen and integrity using Agilent 
TapeStation. Samples meeting quality criteria were 
converted to cDNA using a high-efficiency mRNA tar-
geted library preparation (Lexogen QuantSeq 3′ FWD) 

and sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 4000 instrument, 
with assays targeting 10 million single-strand 65 nt se-
quence reads. Sequencing was performed in the UCLA 
Neuroscience Genomics Core Laboratory per the manu-
facturers’ standard protocols. Sample averaged 14.3 mil-
lion reads, each of which were mapped to the RefSeq 
consensus human transcriptome sequence and quanti-
fied at the gene level using the STAR aligner, normalized 
to transcripts per million mapped reads, and log2 trans-
formed per standard practice.

Of the 53 CTRA a priori genes identified by the social 
genomics field (Fig. 1) [1], we only included those in our 
analyses that had adequate variability for quantifying 
differences in expression, namely those with ≥1 SD in 
expression values as per standard practices [36]. A total 
of 25 genes total met this statistical criterion and were 
therefore factored in analyses. These included 9 inflam-
matory genes (CXCL8, IL1A, IL1B, TNF, PTGS2, FOS, 
FOSB, JUN, and RELB) and 16 type I IFN genes (IFI6, 
IFI27, IFI30, IFI35, IFI44, IFIH1, IFIT1-3, IFIT5, 
IFITM, IRF7, MX1, OAS3, OASL, and JCHAIN) as 
classified in the CTRA literature. We examined immune 
activation via these two gene sets, inflammatory gene ex-
pression and type I IFN gene expression. Additionally, 
we computed a full CTRA contrast score where the nine 
inflammatory genes expressed were positively scored and 
16 type I IFN genes were sign-inverted (−) to reflect the 
inverse contribution of downregulated type I  IFN ex-
pression in the conventional CTRA profile previously 
observed in general population [1].

Current MA use was assessed by qualitative detec-
tion of MA in urine using the Fastect II 4-Panel Drug 
Test (detection period up to 3–5 days) [37]. Detectable 
cannabis in urine (detection period up to 14 days) [37] 
was also assessed as a potential covariate due to research 
suggesting its link to reduced inflammation [38, 39]. 
Having an unsuppressed VL was based on viral quantifi-
cation from polymerase chain reaction and the standard 
threshold of greater than or equal to 200 counts per mL 
of blood. Unsuppressed VL at ≥200 c/mL was the selected 
threshold for this study given extant research validating 
this cutoff  as clinically significant for risk of transmis-
sion [40, 41] and disease progression [42], as well as to 
account for the possibility of a clinically nonsignificant 
viral blip that still fell under 200 c/mL [42].

Measures of social adversity—experienced IPV, 
experienced homophobia, and housing instability—
were measured using computer-assisted self-interview 
(CASI). Experienced IPV in the past 12 months was a 
dichotomous measure, with responses “No” or “Yes” to 
the question “Have you been hit, kicked or slapped by 
a lover, boyfriend or girlfriend in the last 12 months?” 
Experienced homophobia in the past 12  months was 
measured over five items from the National Health, 
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Aging, and Sexuality/Gender Study [43], such as “I was 
threatened with physical violence because I am, or was 
thought to be, gay or bisexual.” Responses were “No” or 
“Yes” and summed across all five items to make a com-
posite score. Participants were coded as having housing 
stability if  their responses to the question “Approximately 
how many days have you not had a regular place to stay 
in the last 6 months?” were 1 or more days. CASI also 
captured age (in years), race (Black or Latinx), current 
smoking status (no or yes), and weekly alcohol use (three 
or less times per week, four or more times per week), 
which were tested separately for associations with im-
mune gene expression as candidates for inclusion as 
covariates in multivariable modeling.

Analysis

Statistical analyses used linear random intercept 
modeling to test independent variables on expression of 
the prespecified immune response gene transcripts—9 
proinflammatory, 16 type I IFN, or 25 total CTRA in-
dicator genes—quantified in count per million. Linear 
random intercept modeling was conducted using the 
Stata “mixed” command, handling genes and time as 
repeated measures and accounting for intra-individual 
correlations with a fully unsaturated covariance ma-
trix. We conducted bivariate tests on whether our main 
independent variables of interest—MA use, unsup-
pressed VL, and three indicators of social adversity 
(experienced IPV, housing instability, and experienced 
homophobia)—were associated with expression of in-
flammatory and type I IFN gene sets, as well as with the 
conventional CTRA contrast (proinflammatory −  type 
I IFN). We also conducted bivariate tests of candidate 
variables considered for inclusion as covariates in sub-
sequent adjusted mixed regression models—age, race, 
current smoking status, cannabis urine test, and weekly 
alcohol consumption—on expression of these gene sets 
and the CTRA contrast. These models only adjusted 
for time.

We used a data-driven approach to select predictor 
variables in our multivariable models. Specifically, vari-
ables that were significantly associated with immune 
response gene expression in the previous bivariate re-
gressions at p < .05 were included in the two final, mu-
tually adjusted mixed regression models. These included 
MA use, unsuppressed VL, and two social adversity fac-
tors—experienced IPV and housing instability. Models 
1 and 2 included these factors with mutual adjustment, 
predicting inflammatory and type I IFN gene expression, 
respectively. Significant regression estimates and 95% 
confident intervals (CIs) from Models 1 and 2 were then 
exponentiated from log2 units into percent upregulated 
gene expression.

Results

Participant Characteristics

Baseline descriptive statistics for our sample of Black 
and Latinx MSM (N  =  147) are displayed in Table 1. 
The mean age for participants was 34  years. The ma-
jority of participants identified as Latinx (55%) and the 
remainder were as Black (45%). At baseline, 41% of par-
ticipants were virally unsuppressed, 29% of participants 
tested positive for MA, and 30% tested positive for can-
nabis. Twenty-nine percent of participants were unstably 
housed in the past 6 months, 18% reported experienced 
IPV in the past 12  months, and 45% reported experi-
enced homophobic victimization in the past 12 months. 

Table 1. Baseline descriptive statistics (N = 147)

Variable M SD

Age 34.0 6.5

n %

Race

 Latinx 81 55.1

 Black 66 44.9

HIV viral load

 <200 c/mL 86 59.3

 ≥200 c/mL 59 40.7

MA urine test

 Negative 105 71.4

 Positive 42 28.6

Housing instability (past 6 months)

 No 105 71.4

 Yes 42 28.6

Intimate partner violence (past 12 months)

 No 121 82.3

 Yes 26 17.7

Homophobic victimization (past 12 months)

 No 81 55.1

 Yes 66 44.9

Cannabis urine test

 Negative 103 70.1

 Positive 44 29.9

Current cigarette smoking

 No 82 55.9

 Yes 65 44.2

Alcohol

 <4 drinks per week 127 88.2

 >4 drinks per week 17 11.8

MA methamphetamine.
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Forty-four percent reported current cigarette smoking, 
and 12% reported drinking alcohol 4 or more times 
per week.

Bivariate Relationships With Inflammatory and Type 
I IFN Gene Expression

Bivariate analyses indicated that having a positive MA 
test (B = 0.38, 95% CI [0.10 to 0.66], p < .008), and ex-
perienced IPV (B = 0.43, 95% CI [0.12 to 0.74], p = .007) 
separately predicted upregulated inflammatory gene ex-
pression in Black and Latinx MSM. Testing positive for 
MA (B = 0.72, 95% CI [0.54 to 0.90], p < .001), unsup-
pressed VL (B = 0.96, 95% CI [0.82 to 1.10], p < .001), 
experienced IPV (B = 0.35, 95% CI [0.15 to 0.55], p < 
.001), and housing instability (B  =  0.39, 95% CI [0.20 
to 0.57], p < .001) separately predicted upregulated type 
I  IFN expression. Experienced homophobic victim-
ization, testing positive for cannabis, age, race, current 
smoking status, and weekly alcohol consumption were 
not associated with immune activation and therefore 
excluded from subsequent mutually adjusted models. 
Additional analyses found the conventional CTRA con-
trast score (proinflammatory—type I  IFN) was nega-
tively associated with MA use (B = −0.39, 95% CI [−0.55 
to −0.22], p < .001), unsuppressed VL (B = −0.65, 95% 
CI [−0.78 to −0.52], p < .001), and housing instability 
(B  =  −0.21, 95% CI [−0.37 to −0.04], p  =  .014). This 
paradoxical result was due to the marked upregulation 
of type I  IFN-related expression—and its inverse con-
tribution to the CTRA contrast—which exceeded the 
positively weighted upregulation of inflammatory genes. 
Neither IPV nor homophobic victimization was signifi-
cantly associated with the CTRA contrast score.

Mutually Adjusted Models

Table 2 displays mutually adjusted mixed linear regres-
sion models of MA-positive urine test, unsuppressed 

VL, experienced IPV, and housing instability on gene 
sets of immune activation—inflammatory gene expres-
sion (Model 1) and type I IFN gene expression (Model 
2), each adjusting for time. Non-significant variables 
from the previous analyses were not included in these 
mutually adjusted models.

In Model 1, testing positive for MA predicted 27% 
upregulation (B = 0.35, 95% CI (0.05 to 0.65), p = .022) 
and experienced IPV predicted 31% upregulation 
(B  =  0.39, 95% CI [0.08 to 0.71], p  =  .014) of inflam-
matory gene expression (Table 2). Figure 2 illustrates 
percent differences with 95% CIs in inflammatory gene 
expression by MA-positive urine test and experienced 
IPV, derived from exponentiating the significant esti-
mates in Model 1 (originally in log2 units).

In Model 2, testing positive for MA predicted 31% 
upregulation (B = 0.39, 95% CI [0.21, 0.57], p < .001), 
unsuppressed VL predicted 84% upregulation (B = 0.88, 
95% CI [0.73 to 1.02], p < .001), and IPV predicted 26% 

Table 2. Mutually adjusted linear regression models of methamphetamine use, HIV viral load, intimate partner violence, and housing 
instability on inflammatory (Model 1) and type I interferon expression (Model 2)

Gene set

Model 1: inflammatory gene expression Model 2: type I interferon gene expression

Predictors Ba 95% CI z p Ba 95% CI z p

Methamphetamine-positive urine test 0.35 0.05 to 0.65 2.29 .022 0.39 0.21 to 0.57 4.25 <.001

Unsuppressed viral load (≥200 c/mL) −0.04 −0.29 to 0.21 −0.29 .774 0.88 0.73 to 1.02 11.81 <.001

Intimate partner violence (past 12 
months)

0.39 0.08 to 0.71 2.47 .014 0.33 0.14 to 0.52 3.48 .001

Housing instability (past 6 months) 0.01 −0.28 to 0.29 0.04 .969 0.02 −0.15 to 0.19 0.22 .829

aLinear regression estimates are in log2 units, mutually adjusted with time.

Fig. 2. Percent difference in inflammatory gene expression associ-
ated with having a positive urine test for methamphetamine (MA) 
and reporting experiences of intimate partner violence (IPV) in 
the past 12 months. Note: Values are derived from estimates from 
the mutually adjusted mixed regression Model 1.
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upregulation (B = 0.33, 95% CI [0.14 to 0.52], p = .001) 
of type I IFN expression (Table 2). Figure 3 illustrates 
percent differences with 95% CIs in type I IFN gene ex-
pression by MA-positive urine test, unsuppressed VL, 
and experienced IPV, derived from these significant es-
timates in Model 2.

Discussion

The present study demonstrates that MA use, unsup-
pressed HIV VL, and experienced IPV—conditions that 
are often comorbid—additively predicted inflammatory 
and type I  IFN gene expression in Black and Latinx 
MSM with HIV. These findings suggest that assessing 
comorbid psychosocial and physical health problems is 
important for capturing the scope of factors related to 
immune activation in the forms of inflammatory and 
type I IFN gene expression, especially in MSM of color 
living with HIV.

The link between experienced IPV and upregulated 
inflammatory gene expression is consistent with prior 
literature demonstrating greater systemic inflammation 
in people reporting experiences of interpersonal conflict 
or hostile social environments [3, 5]. Interestingly, type 
I IFN was also upregulated with experienced IPV rather 
than the typical downregulated pattern seen in studies of 
social adversity in the general population [1, 5] and HIV-
negative samples of minority MSM [3]. This difference in 
transcriptome profile was also observed in a prior study 
of Black and White men of whom a large proportion 
were HIV-positive, which showed greater IFN response 
factor activity was associated with both past experiences 
of racial discrimination and HIV-positive serostatus [44]. 

Considering this together, it is possible that social adver-
sity upregulates rather than downregulates type I  IFN 
in the context of HIV infection (e.g., possibly due to 
chronic inflammatory stimulation of HIV-1 replication, 
which then evokes greater type I IFN activity in response 
to viral replication).

Housing instability predicted increased type I IFN ex-
pression in the absence of other covariates in our sample 
of PWH, also contrasting with the conventional CTRA 
profiles showing reduced type I IFN expression in people 
of low socioeconomic status but without MA use or HIV 
[4]. However, housing instability no longer predicted 
type I  IFN expression when accounting for IPV, MA 
use, and unsuppressed VL. It is possible that there exists 
an indirect relationship between housing instability and 
upregulated type I IFN expression, but that this relation-
ship is explained by increased risk of MA use, viremia, 
and IPV in HIV-positive Black and Latinx MSM who 
are unstably housed.

The association between MA use and upregulated in-
flammatory genes demonstrated in this study suggests 
that MA use activates some of the same immune gene 
regulatory pathways that respond to social adversity. 
This is consistent with clinical and pre-clinical research 
showing that MA administration induces peripheral in-
flammation [21, 22, 45]. MA use activates transcription 
factors CREB, NF-κB, and AP-1 [19, 23, 24], all of which 
have also been identified by promoter-based bioinfor-
matics to be involved in the inflammatory component of 
CTRA [1, 22] and may play a role in MA-related patho-
physiology [22, 23] and HIV disease progression [19, 20, 
46]. Furthermore, MA use is known to drive some of the 
psychosocial problems associated with CTRA, such as 
anxiety and depressed mood [47–49], factors that may 
play a mediating role in the link between MA use and 
enhanced inflammatory gene expression. Upregulated 
type I  IFN expression was also observed in those with 
positive MA urine tests. Although this differs from the 
conventional CTRA phenotype of downregulated type 
I  IFN within the general population, the pattern de-
tected in our study aligns with previous studies on the 
role of MA use on upregulated type I IFN and eventual 
T cell exhaustion and viral replication among PWH [25, 
26, 28, 30]. A previous transcriptome-wide study in 55 
PWH has also explored MA use and differential leuko-
cyte gene expression [50], but the a priori genes we tested 
were different from the empirically derived gene sets they 
identified. Still, the expression patterns identified in their 
study appeared to involve genes with similar functions as 
those examined our study, such as innate immune activa-
tion and inflammation (e.g., TNF family activation) [50].

Unsuppressed HIV VL was strongly associated with 
upregulated type I IFN gene expression (+84%), but not 
with inflammatory gene expression. The relationship 
between unsuppressed VL and type I IFN activation is 

Fig. 3. Percent difference in type I interferon gene expres-
sion (with 95% confidence intervals) associated with having a 
MA-positive urine test, having an unsuppressed HIV viral load 
(VL) (≥200 c/mL), and reporting experienced IPV. Note: Values 
are derived from estimates from the mutually adjusted mixed re-
gression Model 2.
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likely reciprocal, as HIV is known to increase type I IFN 
signaling and production, and in turn, type I IFN activity 
appears to drive CD4+ and CD8+ exhaustion and further 
viral replication [16–18]. The lack of association between 
unsuppressed VL and inflammatory gene expression was 
unexpected given prior research suggesting a role of in-
flammation in HIV-related pathogenesis [13, 14]. This 
may be explained by prior research demonstrating that 
levels of inflammation in PWH remain elevated despite 
achieving viral suppression [51–53]. As such, our find-
ings indicate that type I  IFN activity varies more than 
inflammation in relation to viremia.

Analyses of the classical CTRA contrast score 
(proinflammatory  −  type I  IFN) showed unexpected 
negative associations with MA use, unsuppressed VL, 
and housing instability, rather than the positive asso-
ciations that would typically be expected based on pre-
vious research. This paradoxical result stemmed from 
the marked upregulation of type I IFN-related gene ex-
pression in association with MA use, unsuppressed VL, 
and housing instability, leading to marked decrease of 
the overall CTRA composite score when the IFN com-
ponent was inversely scored. For this reason, the CTRA 
contrast score may not be the most appropriate way to 
quantify social genomic patterns in those living with 
HIV (where chronic viral replication may stimulate type 
I  IFN activity) and/or using MA. Rather, we recom-
mend testing associations with inflammatory and type 
I IFN gene sets separately within the context of HIV and 
MA use.

Our findings should be considered within the scope of 
this study’s limitations. Limited inferences about the tem-
poral relationship between quantified VL and transcrip-
tome measures, as these were collected at the same study 
visits. For example, it is possible that the association be-
tween VL and type I IFN expression reflects a bidirec-
tional relationship given prior research demonstrating 
both IFN responses to uncontrolled viremia and involve-
ment of IFNs in HIV pathogenesis [16–18]. Considering 
that urine tests for MA and collection of PBMCs oc-
curred at the same visit, it is likely that MA use preceded 
activation of the immune markers measured in this study. 
However, it is still possible that these immune markers 
were already elevated and played a role in driving ad-
diction processes in those who tested MA-positive [22, 
23]. It is also unclear whether the association between 
having a positive MA urine test and immune activation 
is due to mere recency of use or due to stimulant use se-
verity, as having a positive drug test can be indicative of 
high levels of use [54]. Future research is needed to eluci-
date the degree to which dysregulated inflammatory and 
type I IFN expression are linked to severity of MA use. 
Furthermore, findings from this study reflect data from 
a limited geographic region, racial/ethnic composition, 
and timeframe, so it is unclear whether these patterns 

would be observed outside of Black and Latino MSM in 
Los Angeles County.

The present study suggests that social genomics re-
search in HIV-positive MSM of color should account for 
MA use and HIV viremia alongside measures of social 
adversity, to capture a comprehensive scope of comorbid 
factors contributing to immune dysregulation. In the so-
cial genomics literature, dysregulated inflammatory and 
type I IFN genes have been linked to the development of 
various chronic health problems, including psychiatric 
disorders, cardiovascular disease, metabolic disorders, 
and some neoplasms [1]. Furthermore, elevated inflam-
mation and type I IFN expression has been linked to T 
cell exhaustion and HIV viral replication in PWH who 
use MA [28]. With this in mind, social genomics indica-
tors may serve as a biomarker of chronic disease risk in 
those with enduring psychosocial problems, disordered 
MA use, and HIV infection. This observation in turn may 
help to identify those who might benefit from additional 
monitoring for chronic diseases or HIV-related immune 
exhaustion. Furthermore, translational studies are in the 
nascent stages of demonstrating that dysregulated in-
flammatory and type I  IFN activity can improve with 
participation in behavioral interventions [1]. Social gen-
omics may help to assess biological responses to novel 
treatments or comprehensive care programs for sub-
stance use disorders, HIV, and social adversity, though 
this has yet to be tested. Future longitudinal and experi-
mental studies are needed to test the validity of social 
genomics measures alongside psychosocial assessments 
and standard clinical endpoints, such as MA urine tests 
and VL, taken over the course of evidence-based treat-
ment for MA use disorder in PWH.
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